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SECTION 5
5.1

Building Systems

Fire Protection and Plumbing Review Building Analysis

Fire Protection
The building is currently not sprinklered. A new water service and full building sprinkler system will
be required throughout. A water flow test is recommended to determine available water supply
capacity.
Plumbing
General
The building was constructed in the early 1970’s and it appears the majority of the systems except
as noted are original as per the design drawings prepared by Alderman & MacNeish dated
December 27, 1971 which makes them approximately 45 plus years in service. Most of these
services have reached or exceeded their service life and would be replaced or upgraded to suit the
proposed renovations.
Water Service

DRAFT

There is an 8” water service that feeds fire hydrants on the site. A 4” water service fed off of the 8”
site service enters the building on the south side of the building into the boiler room. Service
reduces to 3” and has a single 3” pressure reducing valve to reduce the building water pressure from
130 psi to 55 psi based on the existing gauges. Service includes a 3” water meter. No reduced
pressure backflow preventer was observed. System piping is copper.

Water Service Entrance

Hot Water System
Domestic water is produced from three 113 gallon indirect fired water heaters which are not original
to the building. They appear to have been replaced when the boilers where installed. Heating
source is from the condensing boilers with a dedicated inline pump and supply loop. Water feeding
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the building is tempered with a single mixing valve. There is an additional mixing valve for the
kitchen located in the kitchen. A single hot water recirculation pump is provided. Piping is copper.
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DRAFT

Left, New domestic water indirect fired water heaters. Middle, Hot water mixing valve.
Right, Hot water circulation pump.
Sanitary System

Based on the original design drawings there are multiple sanitary services which exit the building.
Two 5” sanitary service exit the west side of the building by gravity to a manhole and extends to a
sewer pump station located in the grass area on the west side of the property according to the site
utility plan. There are additional 4” sanitary services that exit the south side of the building which
service the kitchen and boiler rooms. The site utility plans do not indicate this services so they
cannot be confirmed. It is recommended that a die test be performed to confirm service
termination. The sanitary system connects multiple plumbing fixtures throughout the facility
including toilets, sinks, floor drains and the kitchen and is assumed to be cast iron.

Site sewage ejector
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Gas Service
Gas service is not original to the building. It appears to have been installed along with the new
boilers and replaced the original fuel oil service. The low pressure service is located on the east side
of the boiler room and services the boilers.

Left, Gas low pressure regualtor. Right, Gas service.
Storm System

DRAFT

Storm system consists of roof drains and court yard drainage. Piping is cast iron. Roof drains appear
to have been replaced with the roofing project but many are not insulated which could cause
condensation on exterior of drain bodies and uninsulated pipes. Stains on ceiling tiles provide
indication that this is occurring. Strom is collected internally at the courtyards in manholes and exits
the building in multiple locations where it is collected and discharged on site on the north and south
sides on the property.

Typical roof drain
Kitchen Systems
There are two passive in floor grease traps which services the 3‐bay sink and the dishwasher in the
kitchen and discharges to the building sanitary system. Unit is original and in need of replacement
as the unit does not meet current code requirements for fats, oils and grease removal. There a
several floor drains in the kitchen which tie into the sanitary sewer which are not protected by a
grease interceptor. Kitchen drainage would need to be re‐piped for proper protection. A single
commercial garbage disposal is utilized and connected to sanitary system. Two bay sink is direct
piped and not to an indirect floor sink. A single hand exists.
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DRAFT

Left, Passive grease trap. Middle, 2 bay sink. Right, Garbage disposal.
Plumbing Fixtures

Plumbing fixtures throughout the building appear to be original. Toilets are a combination of wall
mounted flush valve and some floor mounted tank type. Urinals are flush valve. Lavatories are wall
mounted in in most restrooms with either paddle or push controlled faucets. Classrooms have
counter mounted sinks which in some cases have had repairs or upgrades. Most if not all of the
fixtures would be replaced with new more efficient fixtures complying with current codes. Water
fountains are scattered throughout with some upgrades. There are several exterior wall hydrants
which appear to be consistent with the original design.
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Left, Typical Lavortory sinks. Middle, Typical urinal. Right, Typical wall mounted toilet.

DRAFT

Left, Newre calssroom sink. Middle, Sink in nurses office. Right, Old and newer drinking fountains.

5.2
General

Mechanical Review Building Analysis
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The building was constructed in the early 1970’s and it appears the majority of the systems except
as noted are original as per the design drawings prepared by Alderman & MacNeish dated
December 27, 1971 which makes them approximately 45 plus years in service. Most of these
services have reached or exceeded their service life and would be replaced or upgraded to suit the
proposed renovations except for the boiler plant.
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Heating System
The original oil fired boiler plant was replaced in 2010 with two new Lochinvar Crest 3,000 mbh gas
fired condensing boilers. At that time a new gas service was installed and the exterior underground
fuel oil tank removed. The boilers each have dedicated flues and combustion air connections which
terminate through the roof. The original chimney still remains and the old breeching capped.
The heating is configured as a primary/secondary loop with a single constant speed primary pump
(160 gpm at 30 ft) and single constant speed hot water pump (160 gpm at 82 ft) which feeds heating
only terminal units such as unit heaters, radiation and cabinet unit heaters. An additional pair of
constant speed dual temperature pumps (370 gpm at 85 ft) arranged as primary/standby feed the
dual temperature loop. Standby pup can back up hot water secondary pump.

DRAFT
Left, New condensing boilers. Right, Dual temp and hot waer pumps.
Cooling System
Cooling is produced by the original Trane split direct expansion air cooled chiller of approximately
155 tons with evaporator hung from the ceiling in the boiler room and a remote roof mounted
condensing unit. Unit in piped in to the dual temperature loop which serves classroom unit
ventilators and some air handling units.
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Left, Roof mounted condensing unit. Right, Ceiling hung evaporator.
Control System
The original controls in the building were pneumatic and is still in use. A direct digital control system
has been incorporated in the facility and is manufactured by ASI. System controls most of the major
equipment throughout with DDC panels scattered throughout the facilities. A Tekmar control is
used to sequence the boilers.

DRAFT
Left, DDC Controller. Middle, Pnuematic compressor. Right, tekmat comtroller.
Ventilation System
Class rooms are heated and cooled with unit ventilators along with some radiation in certain areas.
The unit ventilators draw outside air from the exterior of the building through louvers.
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Left, Exterior unit ventialtor louver condition. Right, Classroom unit ventilator.
There are several constant volume air handling units that serve non classroom type spaces. H‐5
serves the computer classroom and (2) H‐9 units serves the gym and are fed from the dual temp
system. H‐6, 7 and 8 are constant volume direct expansion interior air handlers with roof mounted
condensing units and dual temperature coils. H‐6 serves the administration area, H‐7 serves the
teachers area and H‐8 serves the library. Outside air or all is taken from roof mounted intake
penthouses or sidewall louvers.

DRAFT
Left, Gym unit. Right,Library unit

Left, Gym unit, Right, Library unit
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Left, Library condensing unit, Right, H‐6 and 7 condensing units
Control valves on unit ventilators are 2‐way while on air handlers they are 3‐way.
Exhaust Systems
Classrooms are exhausted from roof mounted exhaust fans. The exhaust layout has been modified
from the original design of a single low point connection to two ceiling mounted grill per partitioned
classroom.

DRAFT

Each toilet group has a dedicated roof mounted exhaust fan.

Miscellaneous storage rooms and janitors closets has a dedicated roof mounted exhaust fans.

Typical roof mount fan
Emergency Power
Refer to the electrical section for description. The generator in open to the boiler room with
mechanical make up on the east side of the building. Generator exhaust discharges through the
roof with radiator exhaust out through the west side through a louver. Fuel for generator originates
from a small single wall tank in the boiler room. Fuel oil odors are present in the room.
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Left, Generator with dischagre. Right, Single wall generator fuel tank
Kitchen
There is a centralized double side canopy kitchen exhaust hood which serves miscellaneous
electrical cooking appliances with a dedicated roof mounted fan. Fan is not compliant with NFPA as
it is a downdraft in lieu of upblast. AS the appliance under the hood are ovens and steamer type,
grease laden vapors may still be produced requiring a type 1 in lieu type 2 hood. No ansul fire
suppression system observed. Make up air for hood is supplied from exterior wall louvers that open
directly into the kitchen with motorized dampers. Make up air is untempered and unfiltered.

DRAFT

Dishwasher has dedicated roof top exhaust fan

Left, Kitchen make up air. Middle, Kitchen hood. Right, Kitchen exashut fan.

5.3

Electrical Review Building Analysis

Electrical Systems
Electricity to the existing school is supplied by a 208/120 volts, 3‐phase, 4‐wire secondary electrical
system established at a utility pad mount transformer located outside near the southwest corner of
the building. The size of the transformer could not be identified from the enclosure and is estimated
to be 300 kVA based on its physical size. According to the construction documentation dated
December 1971 by Alderman & MacNeish, the service secondary is composed of four 4” conduits for
conductors provided by the utility company. The incoming service conductors terminate at a 2000A
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main switch and distribution board in a room that is utilized as both electrical service, storage, and
custodial.
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Main switchboard with custodial storage obstructing code required clearances for dedicated space.
This equipment is original to the building and was assembled in August of 1972. It was
manufactured by Federal Pacific, an electrical distribution products company that is no longer in
business (current company of same name is not related to the old manufacturer). The equipment is
in fair condition; however the configuration of the switchboard utilizes old style ITE circuit breakers
which are no longer manufactured, and can be troublesome to service and replace. Any major
infrastructure work in the building that would require changing overcurrent protection ratings of
switches in this cabinet or increasing loads on the service would require full switchboard
replacement.

DRAFT

Branch panelboard manufactured by Federal Pacific with Stab‐Lok circuit breakers
Branch distribution throughout the building was found utilizing equipment by Federal Pacific for
most areas. These electrical panels utilized Stab‐Lok circuit breakers. This style of overcurrent
protection device has documented history of failing to properly detect overload conditions, which
can ultimately result in a failure of a conductor or termination. It is our recommendation all such
panelboards be replaced, even if there is no renovation project scheduled for the building.
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Emergency power is provided to select loads in the building from a diesel fired generator located
within the boiler room. The unit is rated for 90 kW / 112 kVA with 0.8 power factor, operating at
208/120 volts, 3‐phase, 4‐wire. The equipment was manufactured in January 1973. Due to the age
of the unit, it is recommended it is replaced, including associated distribution equipment such that it
can support loads planned for renovation, and be able to operate through automatic means. The
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unit supplies power to the following loads:





Dedicated emergency lighting outlets in the building, energized via loss of power relays
(automatic)
Fire alarm equipment, via loss of power transfer relays (automatic)
Hot water heating plant equipment via double throw switches in boiler room (manual
transfer)
Sewage ejector (manual transfer)

DRAFT
Left, Onan diesel generator in boiler room. Right, double throw disconnect switch for manual transfer
of power between utility source and generator source.
The automatic transfer relay equipment was not observed during the walk through. The
construction documents indicate that it was to be mounted within panelboards. If they do exist,
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they are likely located under panelboard covers or in boxes located above the ceiling. The
emergency power system was not tested as part of this investigation.
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Left, corridor lighting with dedicated emergency lighting fixture. Right, dedicated emergency lighting
fixture in main lobby.
Fire alarm and detection equipment appeared to be relatively new compared to other electrical
components observed in the building. The new equipment cabinet is manufactured by EST and is
addressable. Full coverage smoke detection devices are part of the EST system. Cabinets of the
original Simplex zoned fire alarm system were observed; however, it is believed these were
retrofitted for connection to the new voice equipment, maintaining enclosures only. Notification
appears to utilize the original speakers in the building, via a newer EVAX one‐way voice system
cabinet. Custodians noted this system plays a pre‐record message. There is no microphone to make
announcements through this system. The school relies on its PA system to communicate any
instructions that are not automated. It is unknown if existing wiring was utilized when the fire alarm
upgrades were performed.

DRAFT
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DRAFT

Left, original Simplex zoned equipment cabinet. Right, new EST addressable cabinet

Lighting sources throughout are fluorescent. Automated occupancy controls were found in the
community style class rooms, with zoning separated by quadrant. Exit signs are either incandescent
or fluorescent backlit. Due to the stringent requirements of the latest energy codes, and to support
any project with an objective to approach net zero energy use, all lighting fixtures should be
replaced with LED fixtures and utilize automatic daylight responsive controls where possible. With
such lighting upgrades, there is opportunity to incorporate emergency lighting into the architectural
fixtures by providing listed UL1008 and 924 equipment integrated with the new controls.
Components of a lightning project system were found on the top of the boiler room chimney only.
Given the sprawling single story construction of the building, the system is limited in comparison
with NFPA 780 and UL 96A standards of today. The institution would need to assess with their
insurance carrier and their needs to determine if a lightning protection system would be necessary
for the project. Such would require a completely new system, including installation of surge
protection device in accordance with latest standards.

